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About This Game

A breath-taking space exploration experience in Virtual Reality

Compatible with HTC Vive, Oculus CV1 and DK2.

Discovering Space 2 is all about exploration. There’s no action, shooting or explosions, just sightseeing, discovery and relaxation
on an epic scale.

Calming, wondrous and adventurous.

Take control of your ship, or follow a tour, and immerse yourself in a journey through the Solar System.

Feel the awesomeness and remoteness of deep space.

Experience the mood and atmosphere of worlds far away from home.

Explore at your own pace, and learn about what you see.
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Come back with a new sense of amazement of what is out there.

Built from the ground up for VR, you have a small space ship and the entire Solar System to explore.

The end result is an experience that conveys the scale, awe and feeling of planetary exploration, in a fully immersive way. You
really feel like you are there, and it is at times breath-taking. You can travel vast distances, view the planets (and their moons)

from afar, execute some close fly-bys and plunge through their atmosphere down to the surface. Along the way you can listen to
on-board commentary that adjusts its content depending on whether you take your time, or just dive straight in.

Key Features

Vast expanse of the Solar System to explore.

Easy to use tour mode.

Easy to use flight controls and navigation.

Seamless and continuous travel from deep space down to the planetary surfaces.

Planets modelled to true scale.

Planets rendered using custom shaders that go beyond simple texture mapping.

Procedurally generated terrain and procedural and multi-layered textures to enhance the planet surfaces.

Planetary atmospheres enclothe the planets, providing striking sunrise and sunset vistas and re-entry effects.

Simple navigation system allows you to easily fly to your desired target destination.

Jump gates / hyperspace to allow quick jump to distant systems.

Near speed of light effects – Red shift, view contraction and “headlight”

Capture your view with in-game snapshots at the touch of a button.

Fly your ship with either an xbox / gamepad style controller, or "use the force" with HTC Vive wands.

Note: Oculus touch controller not yet fully supported
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Title: Discovering Space 2
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Discovering VR
Publisher:
Discovering VR
Release Date: 10 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5-3570

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 660 Ti* - Nvidia GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

Additional Notes: *minimum performance for DK2. Xbox / gamepad controller recommended.

English
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controls where akward and levels felt very similar and boring. With only 1 episode, I finished the game in under 1 hour on
default difficulty. I imagine more episodes were planned but never happened ?
Visuals are ok, but performace isn't as good as it should be, and all the rooms and corridors look the same making it harder to
navigate than it should be.
There's a reasonable sense of speed, weapons feel ok to use, and the enemies are ok, but levels are lackluster.
Enemies spawn right out of the walls on top of you, with no audio cue until you're taking damage; and not in an "old school first
person shooter" monster closet way, it just feels cheap.
On Android, and for a younger audience who never played 90's shooters, this might be more interesting. But to me it's too short
and doesn't offer anything that other FPS on PC don't give you more and better.. Simply put: not worth the price. Basically
you're buying the background pictures.. Game has some serious potential. But there is a serious lack of social places, and items.
No real reason to play. Players of Playstation home should feel at home. But as of now, alot more work is need. Def worth
following, and keeping an eye on. In a year or two time, this game could be something special.. definately worth the 38$, the
jokes are funny, each story potrayed by each love interest is interesting and it's over all enjoyable

the only concern I had really was the few translation errors, but it is overall a 9.5/10 for me, although they should a DLC and
add Ruriko's route that would be interesting.

Update: Played through the uncensored version of this game recently, i'd 10000% recommend getting that over the all ages
version, & if you don't know how to get there you can easily message me on here & i'll help you out with that. Train Simulator:
DB BR Class 232 ein absoluter Fehlkauf diese Lok ist nicht zu gebrauchen die Steuerung funktioniert nicht.
Und Hilfe f\u00fcr das Problem 0. 14 Euro in den Sand gesetzt danke.. The physics are wonky but not ha ha wonky. This game
is quite peculiar. One wanders this Peruvian town, taking photos and talking to the locals. My favourite thing about the game is
the haunting atmosphere, and the strangely-immersive world. Playing this in a dark room, with headphones, you truly feel like a
foreigner in a distant town after nightfall. The game is buggy and I have no idea how to complete the first part of the quest but I
don't mind. Conceptually it's a cool little game, better than most walking simulators out there, and you can tell that the dev was
passionate abut this project even if it's a janky broken mess. I award it nine-and-a-half Pervian ghost doggos out of ten.. Since I
love Astronomy and stuff, I would say this game is a meh. The game isn't that realistic, some textures are not crisp and clean,
and things are just not scientifically accurate for it to be called a "Simulator". I was highly dissapointed that I had to pay for the
game but I got it on sale, but since I paid I expected better because there are programs that are highly impressive out there for
free. My personal favorite, which is highly impressive is Space Engine. But overall, don't bother with this simulator until it
reaches its final product and has updates because this is not enough.
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I finaly finished the game it tooks me about 7 hours.
The graphics are simple and to find all the abilitys is a bit tricky but can be done.
What I didn't understand is the five abilitys you should get,I only could run ,make my selve small ,and jump so i don't know
which the others are.The end is not done well there should be some reward or something else.
If you are an explorer and like easy puzzels try this game. achievement has been broken for months without reply from dev.
Only played 8 yet and already crashed 4 times.. The add on is OK but they have not included any coaches with the 9f so you
have to add coaches to the locomotive and secondly they have not included the last 9f 92220 Evening Star which I Believe was
asked for by the players.Apart from that it is Ok.. This Game is pretty awesome I had never heard of it. I then watched some
gameplay and bought it. It has a sick campaign and a epic multiplayer and its not your call of duty lame style either. It has
tacticle moves you need to make to complete a mission and a staggaring amount of players allowed in a lobby. You can
customize your character completely and the gameplay is polished and very smooth.. Shut up and take my money already!. A bit
rough around the edges, but a great "Fallout" type of game. I like the combat and crafting systems, but it can be difficult to earn
enough money to make use of the crafting system. I had plenty of raw materials, but I could not afford to buy the recipies for all
the items.
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